
I've accepted them on the outside, for what they are.  

Not: silvery worm segments, or some pearly topography on a survivor’s surface, or 

relics of a war won. They are nothing like the mammoth lesions, mouth-like, beneath 

the dust on Mars. These are not impact craters.  

They are just scar tissue, collagen. First red, sometimes with a hint of danger yellow, 

then pink, now white. A colour wheel of healing, spun by my own hand.  

In Summer, sometimes, they’re free. When the sun pulls her weight, skelps us with 

the heat that we'd forgotten. They appear in cut-off t-shirts, ready to be soaked in the 

gold light, to be rinsed by strawberry juice, dripped from hot mouths in the park. 

Shorts, on bike seats, will ride up, flash a slice of thigh, hinting at something that 

wasn’t born there.  

Other times, they hide. Jumpers appear, woven thick for sheltering from eyes: mine, 

theirs, yours. Banned from breathing, being, metamorphosising, sprouting voice 

boxes to announce their residency.  

Inside is different. Nature hasn’t granted me the luck of a ghost shrimp or a glass 

frog or a sea salp, with great gelatinous bodies, full of luminescence and 

unambiguous organs.  

So, what is it, viscous and heavy, roping around my cells like old gum? What 

subterranean creature has my nervous system in its clutches? What makes my 

blood jump?  

Will it ever stop? 

“Your body is trying to protect you” says the therapist, the internet, the books. 

Yes, but then why 

is there is something strangling my sternum, kicking the structure out of my spine? 

Why are my neural pathways so brittle, full of supersonic fractures, cracking faster 

than the speed of sound? You can never be ready, never quite steady. 

Go! I want to roar at these limpets with their suckers, these vampire molluscs, in for 

a free ride.  

My body is a museum, housing artefacts of everything that was unwanted:  

muscle memory 

residual ghosts 

skint knees, grass stains 

the feeling of eggs splitting, yolk oozing 

growled voicemails leaving me eviscerated 

a car the colour of phlegm 

the doctor’s sad eyes 



grey dissociation like steel, slate, smoke 

fluorescent ceiling stars, blue tack shining through from underneath 

gorgons visiting me in my dreams 

limbs that turn to stone 

jaggy hip bones 

patterns 

repeating to remember 

repeating to rewrite 

repeating because I deserve it 

 

The exhibits rotate, sometimes curtains draw back to reveal circles of psoriasis, a 

beige couch, a snapshot of a rosy July morning, toes squelching algae in the river, 

the sluice of the brown water, us smiling  

until we weren’t.  

I don’t know the answers. 

But I wonder, if one day 

a quick burst of curly hair on the street won’t make me feel the bite of rising bile, or 

lose the bones in my feet. That one Smashing Pumpkins song won’t tug at my edges 

until I am all slick palms and slack skeleton. Novembers won’t sting as much.  

I'll rise to my feet and find some kind of equilibrium, when everything that’s been and 

everything that’s coming are just as fast or just as slow or just as still as each other, 

and there’s a lull in the swell and I feel moon-washed, cleansed, laundered and new, 

and my limbs are the right weight and my brain is the right shape and I know that it’s 

alright because it’s all mine,  

only mine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  


